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ON THE REGULARITY AND NON-REGULARITY 
OF ELLIPTIC AND PARABOLIC SYSTEMS 

JOHN O.,STARA J., PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia 

In our lecture we want to answer some questions connected with 

the properties of weak solutions of elliptic and parabolic systems, 

both the linear and the quasllinear ones. We are going to present our 

results in the context of some known facts about the regularity and 

non-regularity. 

1.ELLIPTIC SYSTEIYIS. In what follows we denote as m the number of 

equations, n- the number of variables. So u (x)= £u (x1t«««fXj) -•••> 

um(x«,...,x }~] • The Latin indices i,J run from 1 to m, Greek ones oc , 
Q> from 1 to n. Denote further D^ = 'd/Bx^ # Throughout the paper, 

the coefficient matrices A = JA.J.W Bie supposed to be symmetric, i.e., 
Ai1 = Ali * *n * n e w n°l e text, Einstein summation convention is used. 

The linear elliptic system with bounded and measurable coeffici

ents on the open subset .SLcRn is of the form 

( ° D«(Atj(x>Dftud) * °> i=1f...tnif 

<2) A ^ C L j i l ) , 

(3) A^(x) g ?J = K\f9 (*.>0). 

A function u is said to be a weak solution of the system if (I) ue 
W2 loc (-0-) • ̂  ueLoo(^-) 9 C111) u satisfies (1) in a sense of dis

tributions. 

In case that each weak solution of the system is locally XJL- Hol

der continuous on SL with some 0 <M» ~ 1 we say that the system is 

regular. So if there exists any weak solution of the system which is 

not locally Hfllder continuous on SI , then we speak about non-regula
rity. 

Eniist here some important regularity results for the system (1") -

(3). According to the classical results of C.B.lYlorrey [1 ] , AvDouglis, 

L.Nlrenberg [2] every system is regular provided AjK are continuous 

on Q. . Moreover, the continuity of coefficients at the point x° im
plies the HOlder continuity of the weak solution u in some neighbour

hood of x . In case of one equation (m=1) the regularity always holds 

It is a famous result of E.De Glorgi [3l and J.Nash [4] . Further, 
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the system is regular in case of two variables (n=2). 

The regularity result of another type can be formulated by means 

of algebraic condition. Let 

for all JeR™" and almost all x€&. Define 

(5) K(n) = ' - ^ L -

If 
Ok 

K(n) < T 2 " » t n e n W " C3) Is regular. 

This result was established by A.I.Koshelev who also proved its 

sharpness (\5\, ]&]). Another proof was given by J.Necas [7] . 

The algebraic condition says that the system in question is not 

far from the diagonal system with Laplacians. It is easy to see that 

in case of n=2 it gives another proof of the regularity - in this ca

se K(2) = 0 such that the ratio ^Q/*%>A 1 S n o* submitted to any re

striction. 

At the same time the effort of many mathematicians was directed to 

make clear the situation in the case m>1 and n>2. The whole collec

tion of examples was constructed to prove that the regularity, in ge

neral, doesn't take place. The examples are constructed (as usual) for 

m= n -- 3, with a weak solution u(x) =- x/|x|. (The first one belongs 

to E.De Glorgi, £8].) 

Consider now the quasilinear elliptic system with bounded and co

ntinuous coefficients of the form 

(6) D*(A?fC")D_u3) = 0, i=1,...,m, :*> -uWS^y13-
(7) A*^ G C(Rm). bounded, 

<B> A i ? ^ tii\ ^ S i 2 . (*>-•). 
Recall here again what is known on the regularity: Together with 

the cases m= 1, n=;2 and the algebraic condition there is a very im

portant class of partial regularity results. They were obtained and 

further improved by C.B.ITIorxey [9], E.Giusti, (Yl.Giaquinta, S.Campana-

to, I.V.Skrypnlk, S.N.Kruzhkov and many others. A typical representa

tive is the following 
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THEOREtYl. For each weak solution u of (6) -(8) there is a set XL Q c 

/l , jQ. -open, such that 

<-> »*<%£&.)* 
(II) jQ\Q.0(so called singular set) is small. 

(in particular, Hn_2 (il^ILo^
 = °> where H is for vr--dimensional 

Hausdorff measure.) 

Observe that the above theorem gives a new proof of the regulari

ty if n= 2. Really, in this case H ^ & N J Q ^ = 0, but HQ(.YQ is equal 
to card IY1, so that each singular set is empty. In other words, u is 

locally Hfllder continuous on the whole XI for each weak solution u 

of (6)-(8). 

The fact that for m -2 and n -3 the system (6)-©) can be non-regu

lar was demonstrated by many examples. ( E.Glusti,ITU Miranda [10], 

V.G.IYlaz'jatH] , J.Necas,0„.John,J.Stara [12].} 

Remark that this introductory part is far from being complete. 

For more detailed Information one can consult [13] , [14] , [15], [16] • 

2.NOWHERE CONTINUOUS SOLUTION OF LINEAR ELLIPTIC SYSTEM. Come 

back to the system(1) -(3). We wanted to answer the following 

QUESTION 1: Does something like partial regularity takes place in 

case of linear elliptic systems with bounded measurable coefficients 

The first contribution belongs to J.SouEek [17] who has construc

ted to the dense countable subset IY1 of R the system (1) -(3) with a 

weak solution u the singular set of which is Just the set HI. So the 

singular set is not necessarily closed. 

To expose the following result, we recall that the set FcR n is 

said to be an V^ -set if F can be written as- a union of a countable 
class of closed subsets of Rn. Further, we say that the function v 

is essentially discontinuous in x° if 

oscess v(x°) = inf inf sup}|v(x)- v(y)|; x,y€ B (x°, f)\ cat \ > 0. 
£>0 <u(0&u) =0 L J 

If oscess v (x ) = 0 we say that v is essentially continuous in x°. 

In the Joint paper of J.(Ylal̂ ,J.Stara and O.John £18"] we have pro

ved the following 

THEOREIYl. Let n= n£ 3. For each 6 >0 and for any F^ -set F C Rn 

there exists a system (l)-(3)and its weak solution u such that 

(i) u is essentially discontinuous in each point X G F , 

(ii) u is essentially continuous in every xeR n\F, 

(ill) The coefficients of the system satisfy the inequality £4]in 
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a way that K (n) > 7v.Q/ 7^ > K(n) - 6 , where K(n)is a number given by 
(5). 

Remarks: Firstly, we have proved that any subset F of r^- type in 

R (n -3) can be a singular set of a weak solution of an elliptic 

system with bounded measurable coefficients. As the case F = Rn is 

not excluded, we can really construct nowhere continuous weak soluti

on. 

Secondly, we can see that the vicinity to the algebraic condition 

does not control neither the structure nor the magnitude of singular 

sets of weak solutions of the elliptic systems with bounded measura

ble coefficients. 

3.NONISOLATED SINGULARITY IN CASE OF QUASILINEAR SYSTEm (6)- (8). 

Recall that the partial regularity result says that singular set 

of each weak solution u of (6)- (8) is small ( ̂ ^ ( ^ d x i l ^ = 0 )and 

closed. Unfoitunatelly, a little is known (with except of some paiti-

culai cases) about the stiuctuie of singulai sets. 

Using 3-dlmensional example of non-iegulai system (6)- (8) with a 

weak solution x/|x| we can easily constiuct the system (foi n = 4) 

with a weak solution whose singulai set is a hypeiplane Ax; x* = x« = 

X2 = OJ. So, foi n - 4, the singulai set is not inevitably isolated. 

Until 1988 remained open the following 

QUESTION 2: Is a singulai set of a weak solution of (6)- (8) always 

isolated in a case n = 3? 

The answei is positive in some paiticulai cases (see e.g. ftl.Giaqu-

inta, E.Giusti [19]) but is negative in geneial. It was established 

by J.fflaly [20 J who pioved the following 

THEOREM. Theie is a system (6)- (8) with n = 3 and m = 6 foi which 

the weak solution u and the sequence {z^} C R , z^ + 0, llm z. = 0 

exist such that {zk}u{0} is the singulai set of u. "*°° 

4.PARABOLIC SYSTEIDS. To oui pievious notations we add [t,x] = 

[ t,x-j,...,xn] foi a paiabolic point moving in the paiabolic cylindei 

Q = (0,T) x B, wheie B is a unit ball in Rn with its centei at the o-

ilgin. Denote as V the paiabolic boundaiy of Q, i.e., P= {o} x B u 

(0,T) x SB. 

Foi the lineal paiabolic system with bounded measuiable coeffici

ents 

(9) ^-|i - D ^ A ^ t . x ) D p U3)= o, 1 = 1,...,m, 

(10) A^LJQ), 

01) A^(t,x) jj" j3 * -M^l2, (A>0) 
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consider initial-boundary value problem with the condition 

(12) u = u on V , u is a given function. 
0 

Denote further W = £u c L2(Q;R
m) ; D^uCL2(Q;R

mJ,*=1,...,n}. 

The vector function u is said to be a weak solution of the pro

blem (9)-(12) if u belongs to W, u is bounded, u(t,.) = uQ(t,.) on 

*d B in a sense of traces for almost all tc[0,Tj and the following in

tegral identity is satisfied for all functions vp infinitely smooth 

in Q with their support in Q ufulxB: 

It"1 -§££ - AjJ(tfx)D u3 D^ Y
X]dx dt = - J u1YiC0,x)dx. 

Q r B 

Observe that the heat operator (the case m=1 , A., I = i^has the re

gularizing effect at any finite time t>-Q. Does it remain true also 

for the systems? Take m= n= 3. Let A ^ (x) be the coefficients of the 

linear elliptic system with a weak solution w Cx) = x/lx). The func

tion u(t,x) = w(x) is a stationary solution of initial-boundary value 

problem (9)-(12) with A*?(t,x) = A*f! (x) and uQ(t,x)= x/lx|. So we ha 

ve the example of discontinuous weak solution with the discontinuity 

starting on P (at the origin) and moving forward along the t-axis. 

Now we can ask the following QUESTION 3: Can some weak solution of 

the problem (9)-(12) start as a smooth function and develop the dis

continuity in some moment t> 0? 

The first example giving the affirmative answer is due to (Yl.Stru-

we [21]• He considered the diagonal system 

(13) -1"- - D<x(A°
<?(t,x)D u1) = f±(t,x,u,Du^, i=1,...,m, 

ot r 
for which, together with 

(14) A°^eLw(Q), 

05) A1* 5 , ^ * X l f l 2 , ( * > 0 ) 

the quadratic growth condition 

(16) )f(t,x,u,p)| = a |p|2 + b, (a,b -positive) 

is satisfied. 

Let u be a weak solution of the system (13)- (16); it is known 

that 
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(17) a 9vf1 Uu.lLeQ(rn < 1 HnpU«8 that u€C£0£(Q). 

Struwe constructed his system to the following weak solution: 

u(t,x) = x/lxl if t -S 1, u(t,x) = (x/lxi)*G if t<1, where G is a fun

damental solution of the reverse heat equation 9w/ ̂ t +Aw = 0 for 

t < 1. In his example the condition (17) is strongly violated. At the 

same time he conjectured that similar example could be constructed 

for any situation 1 < a Tv. llullL ,Q* < 1 + e (e>0). 

In the paper [22] we have proved following results: 

THEOREM. (I) There is a system (9) and a Lipschitz continuous 

function uQ on P such that the problem (9)- (12) has a weak solution 

u regular in Q >*r and discontinuous on r, where r = {ft-xl; x=0, t-1j. 

(II) There is a quasilinear system 

(9*) -|*j- " D0,(A*5(u.Dpu3) . 0, 1 - 1,...,m, 

(10*) AjL bounded and continuous on Rm and the elliptlcity condition 

is satisfied 

and a Lipschitz continuous function uQ on P such that the initial-

boundary value problem (9*) , (10*), (12) has a weak solution with 

the same property as in (I) . 

(ill) For any £ >0 there exists a system (13) with a weak solu

tion u as in the assertion (I) and such that 

1 < a Tv."1 »uIL < 1#25 + £ . 

Remarks. Firstly, calculating more carefully as in [22] , we can 

get the similar example as in the assertion (I) of our theorem with 

the estimate (4) for the coefficients in a way that K(n) >A Q/ \^ > 
K(n) -£(e>0, arbitrary), where K(n) is defined by (5). 

Secondly, our discontinuous solution is based substantially on 

elliptic non-regular example. So It does not cover the situation for 

n = 2. Recently, J.Necas and V.Sverak have proved C1'C- regularity 

( for n = 2 ) for the system 

- 2 * ^ - D M(A* (Du)) = 0, i = 1,...,m, A * € C 1 . 

5.AN IDEA OF CONSTRUCTING EXAMPLES, (m = n = 3). We are going to 

show briefly how our parabolic example was constructed. Observing the 

important role of the parabolic variable ^ =- lxl/(2 f l - t ) we ta-
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ke the desiied solution in the foim 

f-jfj- if t = 1 and x t 0, 

u(t,x) = | 0 if x = 0 

i£r^Jlf t < 1 and x * °# 

The scalax function <I> is to be found in a way that lim ^(f)3 0, 

lim tf{f) = 1. J*0* 
* As <P Is constant on the parabolas F = c, the different values aie 

brought to the point [1,0] • So at this point the function u develops 

the discontinuity which luns foiwaid along the t-axis. The careful a-

nalysis of Stiuwe's example led to the choice <j(f) = 2E(f) - F(f), 

where f 

E(f) - X<-1/2>] e"?2 dr and F (J) = f-2lE(|) -T^/2) f a"* 2]. 

Now we look foi a system (9) with a solution u. Using the method of 

J.Soucek and (Yl.Giaquinta, put 

^••> • m « -•§£•<• •* - D-nl-
Substituting this special form of coefficients into (9) we can see 

that the vectoi field {b?} must satisfy the conditions 

(18) S S - = D b* , i = 1f...,m. 
fdt x 

To obtain the coefficients bounded we need that the singularities 

of {d*} are of the same type as those of {D^u }. Calculating 

^ ' P * ? ' ^ " xeal coefficients) we put 

^ -TirlAaC-**- - O * ^ (<*•.*)]. 
Fxom (18) we obtain thiee lineal algebiaic equations foi foui paia-

meteis a, g, c, d. The remaining fiee paiametei is chosen in a way 

that the elllptlclty condition is guaranteed. 
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